S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y
Middleton Lodge was built at a time when country estates were mostly self
sustaining, specifically to provide the owners with everything they needed
on site. The estates were built from local materials often found on the estate,
logs from the trees stoked the fires for heating and cooking, wells
provided the water, produce was grown in the gardens, meat from the fields
and game were reared and caught on the estate. Things were also built to last.
The decisions we make today continue in this tradition, combined with a few
more up to date technologies. As a family company, we are always thinking
of future generations, and firmly believe that it makes sense both now and in
the future, and that we have a responsibility to do our bit. We keep this at the
core of our decision making.

Our eco friendly practices include where we get our water, heating is provided
by biomass, Passive heating and cooling, reduced Energy consumption,
Green Building practices, planting, biodiversity, estate to plate, local
farmers,vegan/vegetarian meal options, recycling and composting, products
and transportation.

More information is provided below:

• All the water on the estate for showers, flushing loos and washing comes
from a borehole on the estate.

• We bottle our spring water and sparkling water at source on the estate
using reusable glass bottles, minimising both single use plastic, and the
ecological cost of transportation. The water is filtered through chalk
through the hills to the west and is packed full of minerals (and we don’t
think you can beat the taste).

• Water for underfloor heating, radiators and showers is heated on the
estate by our biomass woodchip boiler.
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• All fires and log burners on the estate use wood grown on the estate and
taken down in the course of good practice woodland management.

• We try wherever possible to use passive technologies to create comfortable
temperatures in rooms. For example, the original brick wall in the Fig
House acts as a massive thermal mass, avoiding temperature fluctuations.
All win dows in the Fig House open, including sections of the roof lanterns,
which means the hot air can escape and draw in cooler air from lower
openings.
• We do not have air conditioning anywhere onsite, (we hate that feeling you
get when you’ve slept all night in air conditioning,) using passive stack
ventilation and thermal mass to cool spaces.
• The Coach House has achieved a AAA energy rating.

• Lighting is via low wattage or LED, and in communal areas such as WCs,
the lights are on motion sensors so that they are not on when not required.
• Where possible we use building materials from the estate in our building
program – reusing dressed stone from old farm buildings we were rebuild
ing, and using stone from the quarry for the stone walls, and the timber
beams in the Boiler House Bar and Forge Bar were from trees grown on
the estate. (In the case of the Forge bar, the tree was actually growing a
couple of meters from where it has ended up!). We also reuse our timber
fencing panels put up during building works (and nicely aged!) to panel
some of our bedrooms. The lime mortar used on the stone walls will also
absorb carbon over time.

• Where possible we love to shop for antiques for our interiors, and love that
we are giving a second lease of life to some beautiful old pieces (we also
love that they have stories attached). We also have a policy of mending,
reupholstering, or repurposing, rather than throwing out and buying new
wherever possible.

• We are continually replanting trees on the estate and have planted well over
1000 trees (not to mention all the plants in the kitchen garden!) in the last
few years.
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• We do not use pesticides anywhere in the kitchen garden, so all food grown
here is organic and handpicked.
• We grow much of the vegetables used in the kitchens onsite in the kitchen
gardens, and are adding in polytunnels next year to increase the length of
the seasons. We seem to have incredible soil here, the gardens are going
from strength to strength. We even managed to grow peaches on the wall
of the Coach House!

• Butterflies and bees absolutely love it in our Walled Garden, and we are
very excited to be getting hives next year so that we can start producing and
using our own honey (we might even start selling it in the shop eventually!)
• Before we started work on the estate we carried out a lot of surveys, and
found that we had something of a limited agricultural monoculture. All that
has changed, and we are spotting all sorts of different flora and fauna out
there – one day we’ll have to put a book together!
• Meat used in the kitchens is provided by local farmers, we believe in
shopping locally which both supports the local farmers and cuts down on
food miles. Much of this is kept within the family and farmers we know
locally, with James’ brother Paul providing lamb from Harperley.

• We have put some thought (and quite delicious research) into providing
vegan and vegetarian options so that meat need not be included at every
meal, as we believe this is an important step in lowering our carbon foot
print. (Try it, we think they’re delicious, and we even forget sometimes that
they are vegetarian, so you’re certainly not “missing out”).
• We recycle all glass used by the hotel and its guests, and are investing in a
glass crusher so that the glass from wine bottles can be compacted and
processed onsite, minimising transportation costs.
• Across the estate we have invested in composting systems, so that all
compostable waste from the kitchens can be reused by the estate.

• Where we can’t recycle and re-use on site, we work with a number of local
waste management partners, who were chosen for their commitment to
environmental awareness and improving resource efficiency
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• We avoid using single use plastics for bathroom products in bedrooms,
using larger refillable bottles for use during your stay. Bottles are also
available to buy from reception should you want to take any home (they are
a bit gorgeous).

• All disposable coffee cups, straws and takeaway boxes used on site are fully
compostable (Vegware or bamboo).
• Products in the treatment rooms have also been chosen for their eco
credentials – for example, VOYA is a seaweed based product which has
been Certified by the Soil Association, and is completely organic. The sea
weed is harvested sustainably in Northern Island and the packaging is fully
compostable. REN and local company Kiss the Moon are also proud of
their eco credentials.
• We provide bikes on the estate so that guests can cycle around the
woodland walk (or to their rooms), reducing any driving around (and we
even provide wellies so you could walk!) - we believe in getting out there
in the fresh air, even on a rainy day!

We are continually looking to improve on these practices, and hold regular
meetings with department heads to discuss any additional ideas.
Any suggestions from guests would also be welcome, so if you have
any recommendations you have seen anywhere else, do email
info@middletonlodge.co.uk and we’ll see what we can do.
TH E TEA M AT M I D D LETO N LO D G E
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